
 
 

RegTech Awards 2020 winners announced 

 

17th March 2020, Sydney:  The winners of the RegTech Association’s RegTech Awards 2020 were 

announced at an inaugural #RegTechExcellenceintheCloud event beamed globally on Tuesday night. 

Around 100 people from more than 60 organisations globally attended the online broadcast. 

 

This year’s awards featured brand-new categories recognising RTA members who have achieved the 

greatest impact over the past year. 

 

• Winner, RegTech of the Year - Australian Founded: Arctic Intelligence 

• Winner, RegTech of the Year - International Founded: Ascent RegTech 

• Winner, RegTech Innovator of the Year: Commonwealth Bank of Australia 

• Winner, RegTech Female Founder of the Year: Sophie Gerber, TRAction Fintech 

• Winner, RegTech Social Impact of the Year: Itree 

• Winner, RegTech Export of the Year: Arctic Intelligence 

 

Deborah Young, CEO, The RegTech Association, said:  

 

“A heartfelt congratulations to our winners this year for their significant efforts in business growth, 

innovation and contribution to the industry. The RegTech Awards underpin everything we’re trying 

to achieve – working towards a global centre of excellence and accelerating RegTech adoption across 

regulated ecosystems. 

 

“These businesses have clearly demonstrated their hard work in continuing to cultivate RegTech 

both in Australia and overseas, and very much deserve this recognition. In fact, all our finalists have 

helped the industry come a long way in 12 months and should be applauded. We have seen such 

diversity in the entries including from regulated organisations and large corporates who are playing 

their role in encouraging and adopting innovation. 

 

“While we have yet to see the impact to innovation from the current pandemic, we want to send out 

a clear message that we are open for business and industry contributions and achievements need 

celebrating more than ever. 

 

“I look forward to watching what all our members continue to achieve over the next few years. The 

time for RegTech to take flight and gain velocity is now – the industry needs a heavy focus on 

accelerating adoption as we truly begin to see the resulting social impacts on people, trust, and the 

future of work.”  

 

The Awards were judged independently by a panel of expert practitioners. The judging panel, list of 

finalists and criteria for each category can be found at https://www.regtech.org.au/rta-awards-2020.  

 

 

https://arctic-intelligence.com/
https://www.ascentregtech.com/
https://www.commbank.com.au/
https://au.linkedin.com/in/sophie-gerber-027b6533
https://tractionfintech.com/
https://www.itree.com.au/
https://arctic-intelligence.com/
https://www.regtech.org.au/rta-awards-2020


 
 

– ENDS – 

About the RegTech Association: 

The RegTech Association (RTA) was founded in 2017 as a non-profit organisation focused on 

supporting the growth of the RegTech sector and accelerating adoption. The RTA has a clear vision 

to be a global centre of excellence; by facilitating higher performing, ethical and compliant 

businesses through RegTech innovation and investment. RegTech Association members comprise 

150 global RegTech and Regulated Entity firms. 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Kelly Bernardi, Res Publica: 

+61 (0) 434 964 451  

kbernardi@respublica.com.au 

https://regtech.org.au/
mailto:kbernardi@respublica.com.au

